1'2 is the Alfvtn velocity, and q is the safety factor]. Hence, unlike modes in the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) continuum, they experience negligible damping due to phase mixing, and are quite susceptible to instability. In recent work,2 we have shown that both circulating and trapped energetic ions can resonantly destabilize KBM's. In this Letter, we show that TAE modes can similarly be excited by energetic ion transit (cf. also Refs. 1 and 3) and both precessional drift and bounce resonances for a sufficiently steep hot ion pressure gradient. In particular, we show that energetic circulating ions can resonate with the TAE mode not only at the AlfvCn speed, but also at one-third of this speed, while the dominant resonant interaction for trapped ions is one between their precessional drift motion and the wave structure itself.4
In the interest of space, we relegate discussion of the formulation of the problem to Ref. 2. The plasma is taken to consist of two components: a warm core (c), which is treated using an ideal MHD description (thus, there is no parallel electric field perturbation, i.e., SE,, =0), and a tenuous, highly energetic component (h), which is dealt with using gyrokinetic formalism. Standard manipulations beginning with the continuity and momentum equations, and assuming a large aspect ratio, shifted-circle equilibrium, lead to the following integrodifferential eigenmode equation:
where stj=sf$/f"2(s), f(6)=1+(%l-Asin6)2, fi=o~w/w~, A=fl'q2R is the Shafranov shift, ~~,,=ohdhg(Cl) is the magnetic drift frequency, c$~~= k,( 4 + vf /2)/a&,, g(6)=cos6+(%-A sin 6)sin 9, e= r/R is the inverse aspect ratio, s^=rq'/q is the magnetic shear, and the last term takes account of hot particle compressional destabilization. Henceforth, we shall focus exclusively on the linear drives and refer the reader to the literature for detailed discussion of the damping mechanisms.576
Noting that the destabilizing energetic particle contribution is essentially a perturbation to the background MHD wave, we may identify the structure of the TAE mode irrespective of the hot ions. Since ~(1, two identifiable spatial scales emerge: (a) a periodic scale, 6c -0( 1 ), characterizing an "inner" (ideal) region, and (b) a secular scale 6 1 -0( E-' > ) 1, characterizing an "outer" (gap) region. Since the magnetic shear is weak in the vicinity of the plasma center where the energetic ion pressure profile is steepest, the analysis is further simplified by the assumption $ A<1 calculation.' Then, in the gap region, Eq. ( 1) is a Mathieu equation, and can physically be thought of as the Schrodinger equation for valence electrons in the potential well of ions in a periodic crystal lattice. ' In the absence of the perturbing potential, the electrons are free to propagate and hence the spectrum is continuous; in its presence, the wave is Bragg scattered from the well, a standing wave forms, corresponding to a discrete energy eigenstate and a gap (forbidden band) in the continuous spectrum. This eigenfrequency and the eigenmode solution, to leading order, are, respectively, given by, wz *w,/2 and where A=(-I-I+)"*, I,=R*(lfe)--1/4--O(e), and A' = 4/&?
We now consider how the energetic particles resonantly destabilize the MHD wave. First focus on circuluting particles. Substituting the eigenmode expression for S$ into the gyrokinetic equation and solving for the distribution function, we obtain' Physically, these resonances can be understood as follows. The TAE mode frequency, given by w=vA/2qR, is completely determined by bulk plasma dynamics as discussed above. The destabilizing "force" associated with the energetic particles, on the other hand, is given by V&i%& cc w,&@ a (cos 6e, sin 8,) (cos 6e/2,sin ae/2), which generates oscillations at 3+le/2 and 6d2. Parametric pumping occurs when the effective transit frequency of the energetic ions, thus given by VI[ /2qR and 3vll/2qR, matches the frequency of the MHD wave; hence, the resonances at the fundamental and onethird AlfvCn speed. Equation (2) is now substituted into Eq. ( 1 ), and the eigenmode equation is solved by asymptotically matching the ideal region solution to the gap region solution. The resulting dispersion relation, to leading order, is
Adopting an isotropic, hot ion slowing-down distribution function, I$?= (B2ph/211'2mhn2E,)E-3'2, E,,(E<E, [E, is the maximum (birth) energy and ECr is the energy at which the ions change from slowing down on the electrons to pitch angle scattering off the bulk ions], we obtain the following expression for the growth rate:
@A Ph where frequencies decorated with a subscript m denote their value at E= Em=&/2 and it is assumed that f=2ev~/v~< 1 (for 62 1, the growth rate is reduced by a factor g-3'2 ). For VA > v,, VA/3, the growth is reduced from the value given in Eq. (4) by a factor 9, and if v,/3 > v,, the drive becomes even more feeble (higher order in E). The most unstable wavelength corresponds to kS p,, 6 (77&q) VA&,, yielding
Next, we consider the destabilization of the TAE mode by trapped energetic particles. Trapped energetic ions contribute symmetrically about 2n-periodic regions in ballooning space where --6,+2m<z6<8,+2m, n=0,1,2 ,.", where 6, denotes the banana orbit turning point. The trapped particle distribution function may be solved for each n by matching the solution for the two legs of the banana orbit (corresponding to different signs of vll ) at the turning points. The solution near wave-particle resonance is +a, aghttr= -(eh/mh)rbh cot I-, t xw~hJo(i1~0(q/z/~'~*)cos f&Q@#,
where rb-2%-/tib= $t~dZ/jv,,} is the bounce time, 12 = S?dl[a -W~h(~)]/~V,,~,~=kg(l+~~~)"*V~/~~,~~is a Besiel function representing finite Larmor radius (FLR) effects, 0 is a function which represents finite banana width (FBW) effects (cf. also Ref. 9), and an overbar denotes a bounce average, ( * * * ) = $i zf: (dl/}vi( I) X ( . * * )/Q. Substituting this expression into Eq. ( 1 ), we obtain the dispersion relation, which we write here as a quadratic form [i.e., integrate the eigenmode equation against 6&AE(Q)]
where Kb= $l (difd2n) ( 1 -@l/E) -"*. Noting that in Eq. (7), 277~2 is really the secular 8 in disguised form, the sum over n should be understood as an integration over 6,, while the bounce average is effectively the integration over 3,. Two separate issues determine the physics of trapped energetic ion excitation of TAE modes: (i) the "force" associated with the energetic ions which, in turn, determines the spatial locus where wave-trapped particle interaction is maximized, and (ii) the resonance condition. We consider each of these in turn. First, we note that in the sum over n, ng(27re)-' yields the contribution from the ideal region, while n 2 (2~5) -' gives the contribution from the gap region. It may readily be verified that the latter gives a contribution that is of order e5'*/[A(k4ph)*]&1 smaller than that from the former [the factor e5'2/(k8ph)2 comes from the combination of FLR and FBW effects in the gap (9) 1) region, and the factor of A-* comes from the summation over n]. Thus, the ideal region contribution dominates. For analytical tractability, we c;;-sider deeply trapped energetic ions, for which I-, I cz ~p( 1 + *e/4,)/2. It is then clear from symmetry considerations that odd bounce harmonics will pick out the sin 8e/2 contribution to 84, while even bounce harmonics will pick out the A' cos Sc/2 term in the bounce integral in Eq. (7). Next, consider the resonance condition. For the p=O case, wh ic corresponds to the precessional magnetic h drift resonance (w,=Odh), the resonant energy is given by Em/E,= ( 1/2qksph)uA/u,. Clearly, there is a maximum wavelength (corresponding to the birth energy) above which the resonance condition cannot be satisfied, i.e., ( kaph ) min = vA&vm* After some manipulation, the growth rate can be derived:
where I0 is a pitch angle integral of order unity. The instability Sets in at (k8ph),j, and decays at shorter wavelengths due to FLR and FBW averaging. The maximum growth rate, corresponding to the longest wavelength, is given by (9) Note that the instability becomes weaker with increasing v*/v, and pitch angle. For the bounce resonance (p#O), on the other hand, the instability is independent of wavelength: EJE,,, = &/( 4p*vi~). The dominant contribution for this type of resonance comes from p= f 1, and requires v,>v'4/2&? This is because (a) higher bounce harmonics bring lower-energy particles into resonance, for which the instability is mitigated as discussed in Ref. 2, and (b) higher bounce harmonics cause more rapid phase mixing of the bounce-average integrand. The growth rate is then 
In this case, the instability is maximized for (kSph)max = (26/q) (VA/urn). The maximum growth rate is then given by
Comparing Eq. (9) to Eq. ( 11), we see that the drift resonance instability is an order of magnitude larger than the bounce resonance instability, predominantly due to enhanced phase mixing of the bounce integrand. It is useful to compare the energetic ion-destabilized TAE instability with KBM's.* The crucial difference is that, in the region of energetic particle concentration, the latter are triggered only when the bulk plasma is locally close to the first stability boundary for ideal ballooning modes, whereas TAE destabilization is expected only below this boundary. Thus, our analysis predicts that the two modes do not coexist at the same spatial locus and that in practice, there will be a transition from one mode to the other with increasing beta or input power. The critical flh for TAE instability is determined from a balance between the growth rates calculated here, and the sum magnitude of continuum damping,' trapped electron collisional damping,6 and ion Landau damping. On the basis of the calculations presented here, we can conclude that the critical fib for instability will exhibit an absolute minimum in the vicinity of the fundamental resonance, i.e., v, = VA. For birth speeds below this value, fih,cr increases because now only the one-third speed resonance for transit ions or higher bounce harmonics for trapped ions can satisfy the resonance condition (there will be local minima at these resonances, but they may be smeared out because of finite mode widths), and FBW/FLR averaging mitigates the precessional drift resonance drive. For birth speeds above this value, the threshold also goes up because now progressively less energetic ions can be tapped by the resonance.
Finally, the theory developed in this Letter predicts that contrary to conventional wisdom, trapped energetic particles can destabilize TAE modes. In this' context, it should be noted that the precessional drift resonance drive for the case of high-power 3He minority ICRF heating experiments on the Joint European Torus (JET)," which generated 1 MeV tail ions [v& (1 MeV)/VA2:0.8], is mitigated by strong FBW averaging effects [cf. Eq. (9)]. For JET D-T parameters, on the other hand, u,/uA = 2, making the instability more viable. It follows that previous ICRF experiments on JET were not optimal for TAE excitation and hence, it would be short-sighted to dismiss the likelihood of collective alpha-particle instabilities in the D-T phase on the basis of the existing evidence. By changing certain plasma parameters (e.g., reducing the field, increasing the background density, and/or reducing the 3He or H minority concentration, thus boosting the tail ion energy), on the other hand, it may be possible to trigger the trapped ion TAE resonance instability on JET with ICRF.
